DATE: November 30, 2010

TITLE: Additional Cell Phone Models Fit The Pelican™ i1015 iPod® Case

PRODUCTS AFFECTED: i1015 iPod Case and 1015 Micro Case

DETAILS:

There are several new cell phone models that fit in the Pelican i1015 iPod Case and 1015 Micro Case. They include:

i1015 iPod Case
- iPhone® 4
- iPod touch® 4th Generation
- Motorola® DROID® 2
- DROID® Incredible By HTC
- T-Mobile® G2
- Palm Pre™
- Samsung Galaxy S™
- Sony Ericsson Xperia™ X10
- Nokia® N8
- HTC Desire
- HTC Desire Z

1015 Micro Case (in addition to models listed)
- BlackBerry® Torch™ (Blackberry Devices have the headphone jack on the side instead of on top so they do not fit into the i1015 while the headphone portion is plugged in)
- BlackBerry® Bold™
- BlackBerry® Curve™
- BlackBerry® Storm2™

NOTE: These are not the only phones that will fit in these cases. Any phone that has the following dimensions (5.14” x 2.64” x 1.37”) or (13.1 x 6.7 x 3.5 cm) will fit.